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ABSTRACT
This paper surveys essential time management issues in information security.
The generation and distribution of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC),
the certified, reliable common international time source, is outlined. The
theoretical and methodological foundations of secure time synchronization
of computer network device clocks are presented. Necessary fault tolerant
features in time synchronization protocols are pointed out. The Internet
standard for time synchronization of network computer clocks, the Network
Time Protocol (NTP) and the emerging security features of NTP are briefly
described. Time stamping protocols, time stamping renewal protocols,
time stamping technology, and time stamping services are shortly surveyed.
The role of time stamping in implementing reliable digital archives with
persistent information integrity is pointed out. A recently launched pilot
project on processing and archiving PKI certified digital documents in
the administration of Arcada Polytechnic is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
Time management of authentication is essential in tracing and

auditing usage patterns in information systems, time management of
integrity is essential in information backup procedures, and time man-
agement of non-repudiation is essential in electronic administration
processes as well as in e-commerce. For time management an exact,
reliable and unconditionally accessible time reference is needed as well as
tools and procedures to prove that an event has occurred before or after
a specified moment of time. Time synchronization in peer-to-peer
computer networks is dependent on an exact time reference. Key area
examples where time synchronization is essential are: file time stamps,
log file accuracy, auditing, monitoring, access security, authentication
and scheduled operations. Time management security focuses on reli-
able time synchronization, time stamping and secure digital archiving.

2 RELIABLE TIME SOURCES
More than 30 years Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) has been

the internationally accepted time standard. UTC follows exactly – ex-
cept for some inserted leap seconds /12/ - the International Atomic
Time (TAI) calculated by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM) /13/ from more than 200 atomic clocks in metrology institutes
and observatories in more than 30 countries. Clock measurement data is
compared using satellite communication with Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) satellites and more recently with geostationary telecommu-
nication satellites using Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Trans-
fer (TWSTFT). BIPM estimates the TAI accuracy to about 0.1 ms/year
/14/.

The task of the BIPM is to ensure world wide uniformity of mea-
surements and their traceability to the International System of Units
(SI). As provider of UTC, BIPM is an International Timing Authority.
Metrology institutes and observatories, where atomic clocks deliver
measurement data for TAI, are National Timing Authorities in their
countries. A National Timing Authority delivers a reliable national time
source based on UTC.

The Laboratory of Time and Frequency of the Centre for Metrol-
ogy and Accreditation (MIKES) /15/ is the National Timing Authority
in Finland. MIKES, which is an agency of the Ministry of Trade and
Industry in Finland, delivers using Cs atomic clocks the UTC based
official Finnish time with a present uncertainty of about 300 ns.

The Time & Frequency Division of the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) /16/, an agency of the US Department of
Commerce, is the US National Timing Authority. UTC(NIST) is pres-
ently the Cesium Fountain Atomic Clock NIST-F1. The uncertainty of
UTC(NIST) in relation to UTC(BIPM) is presently about 0.1 ns/day.

The core of reliable time management is an IT infrastructure, in
which all local time settings can be proved to be derived from clocks of
Timing Authorities. Upper limits of the allowed deviation from UTC
should be possible to define. Methods to check at any moment of time,
that the difference between a local time source and UTC is less than a
required upper limit, should also be available.

The time source of NIST is accessible
• using radio communication to clocks tied to UTC(NIST) in NIST

radio stations /16/ or in GPS satellites /17/
• over Internet using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) and stratum

1 NIST time servers /18/
• using dial-up modem lines via the NIST Automated Computer Time

Service (ACTS) /18/.
The security of these access methods to a UTC(NIST) time source is
assessed in /19/.

The time source of MIKES is accessible using NTP and Internet
connected time servers with clocks tied to UTC(MIKES). Synchroniza-
tion to GPS satellite clocks will also be possible in a near future /20/.

A draft on a PKI based implementation of a secure and trusted time
infrastructure for supplying secure UTC time was proposed on an IETF
conference in 1998 /21/. By now, no IETF RFC standard based on this
proposal exists, but computer technology supporting this trusted time
infrastructure is available /22/.

3 TIME SYNCHRONIZATION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS

3.1 Theoretical and Methodological Foundation
In external time synchronization the goal is to set local clocks as

close as possible to an external time reference source like UTC. In
internal time synchronization no external time reference is available
and the goal is to minimize the maximum differences between readings
of device clocks in a computer network /1/.

Basic time synchronization difficulties arise from
• local clock drift relative to a correct time
• unpredictable synchronization message delays in computer networks.
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Worst case estimates of local clock drift define necessary refresh-
ment rates for local time settings. Unpredictable synchronization mes-
sage delays introduce timing uncertainty in a distributed computing in-
frastructure. A mathematical treatment of these difficulties is published
in /1/. Algorithms for external time synchronization can also be used for
internal time synchronization by choosing an arbitrary processor clock
as time source /1/.

A structured implementation of time synchronization in a com-
puter network is a layered client/server synchronization hierarchy, in
which
• the top layer consists of synchronization servers
• the bottom layer consist of synchronization clients
• computers on all intermediate layers are servers to the computers on

the next lower layer and clients to the computers on the next higher
layer.

The clock of a server is a time source for a client on the next lower
level. The time synchronization topology is of course independent of
the computer network topology. A three layer structured implementa-
tion of a pure external time synchronization algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

The basis of any clock synchronization algorithm for a distributed
computing system is the order in which events occur. The scheme for
ordering events in processes of a distributed computing system using
logical clocks proposed by Lamport in /2/ has been the basis of many
later proposals for time synchronization in distributed computing /3/.
The event ordering scheme of Lamport is based on the assumption, that
communication links and local clocks are functionally reliable, but syn-
chronization message delays are unpredictable and local clocks have
drift /1/. Lamport’s scheme is a logical reasoning scheme based upon
• time stamps on events
• the temporal happened before relation
• some relation for total ordering of all processes in the distributed

computing system.

The integrity of time in Lamport’s scheme is in /3/ expressed as
updating a vector clock consisting of all logical clocks in the distributed
computing system, whenever a process receives a time stamped mes-
sage. In /3/ is also presented an algorithm for preserving the causal
ordering of synchronization messages by delaying incoming messages to
processes until certain logical timing conditions are met. A causal order-
ing violation would occur, if

receive(message2) happened before receive(message1)
because of unpredictable message delays even if

send(message1) happened before send(message2).

3.2 Fault Tolerant Time Synchronization
Management of communication link unreliability and local clock

failures also requires fault tolerance from time synchronization algo-
rithms and protocols. The main weakness with a single common time
reference source is unrecoverable time management failure if the com-
mon reference fails /4/. Even for a 100% reliable common time refer-
ence source in a distributed computing infrastructure fault compensa-
tion procedures are still needed for situations, where synchronization to
the common reference fails in one or several network devices.

A basic fault tolerant time synchronization protocol for manage-
ment of local clock failures and unreachable local clocks because of
communication link failures in a distributed computing infrastructure is
the Byzantine Clock Synchronization Protocol /4/.

Attempts to design a temporal logic - a formalism originally intro-
duced in /5/ - for proving properties of fault tolerant time synchroniza-
tion protocols have been made. Such a temporal logic should have the
ability to /4/
• easily translate from local time to global time assertions
• treat faultiness as a time-varying property
• reason about the cardinalities of processors satisfying certain con-

straints.

3.3 Network Time Protocol
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a time synchronization

standard in a TCP/IP network. It is used to synchronize computer time
to some reference source, when the deviation from the reference is
minimized in all computers. If two NTP servers are synchronized to
each other as peers, the two clocks agree on the time reference. At the
top of the NTP hierarchies one or more clocks are synchronized to a
common time reference and to each other. The reference source can be
another computer, a radio, a satellite receiver or a modem. The accu-
racy of other clocks depends on
• how close a clock is to the reference clock
• the network latency to the clock
• the claimed accuracy of the clock.

Typical accuracy values are within 1 ms on LANs and within some
tens of milliseconds on WANs relative to UTC via a GPS receiver /23/.

Other time synchronization protocols, including Digital Time Syn-
chronization Service (DTSS), have influenced NTP. This makes NTP a
very robust and mature technology. NTP is useful also in other environ-
ments than TCP/IP because of flexible client/server relationship and
implemented security /24/.

A NTP client communicates with one or more NTP servers. The
system is set up as a hierarchy, where each level is called a stratum.
Used reference clocks form stratum 0. Clients communicate through
stratum 1 servers synchronized to stratum 0. Compared to Figure 1
stratum 1 is the top layer, stratum 2 is the intermediate layer and
stratum 3 equals the bottom layer. The clients are potential servers to
other clients on a higher stratum level. The UDP protocol is used for
client/server communication.

NTP computers operate in different configuration modes with fol-
lowing client and server types: server, client, peer, broadcast/multicast
server, and broadcast/multicast client. Clients and servers operate with
or without cryptographic authentication. The operation requires little
resource overhead. A single NTP server can serve hundreds of clients
using only some percents of its CPU capacity. The length of unencrypted
NTP Ethernet packets is 90 bytes /23/.

The adjustment of a system’s time may take several minutes, be-
cause a combining algorithm computes weighted average of time off-
sets. This reduces the effects of variable latency. The system clock is
disciplined to operate in frequency-lock, phase-lock and hybrid modes.
An algorithm responsive to network time jitter and clock oscillator
frequency wander is used /25/.

The network must be able to resist accidental or malicious attacks.
NTPv3 uses symmetric key cryptography to authenticate individual
servers, but without secure key distribution support. Also interaction
between the authentication and synchronization functions is a problem.
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Reliable key management requires secure timekeeping and vice versa. A
revised security model and authentication scheme called Autokey has
been implemented in NTPv4 /26/.

Autokey is based on a combination of PKI and a pseudo-random
sequence generated by repeated hashes of a cryptographic value involv-
ing both public and private components. Symmetric key cryptography
is supported using MD5 message digests to detect packet modification.
Replay is avoided (source verified) by the use of time stamped RSA
digital signatures and X.509 certificates. A private key is negotiated
with the Diffie-Hellman protocol /26/.

The time stamped digital signature scheme does not provide pro-
tection against masquerade and middlemen. Every member of a closed
group shares a secret group key in the included. The form could be a
private certificate or another certification scheme. Four schemes are
implemented in Autokey /26/:
• private certificates
• trusted certificates
• modified Schnorr algorithm
• modified Guillou-Quisquater

In the IETF stime Working Group /27/ published in February 2002
its latest draft on using PKI to secure the NTP protocol. The purpose of
this working group is to define the message formats and protocols –
specifically modifications to the existing Network Time protocol (NTP) -
which are necessary to support the authenticated distribution of time for
the Internet. Work will concentrate on the Internet-based NTP, to be
enhanced with the addition of public-key based authentication and
security.

4 TIME STAMPING
The concept cryptographic time stamp (TS) on a piece of digital

information (a message, a document, a picture, a video sequence, etc.)
was defined in /6/, patented /7/, and in a later patent /8/ concretized to

TS = Sign(hash(Info||X)||Time) (1)

Sign denotes a cryptographic digital signature, Info denotes the
time stamped piece of information, X is a data string used to identify
Info, hash denotes a cryptographic hash function, Time denotes the
creation date&time of the digital signature, and || denotes concatena-
tion. Later verification of the signature with the public key on the PKI
certificate of the signer is thus not only an integrity proof but also a
proof that the time stamped piece of information existed at the
date&time of the time stamp. Consequently, a time stamp on a digitally
signed document proves the existence of the signature at the time&date
of the time stamp. The signature is valid, if the PKI certificate of the
signer was neither expired nor revoked at the date&time of the time
stamp. The reliability of a cryptographic time stamp naturally requires
confirmation, that the date&time are derived from a reliable time source.

Time stamp certificates can be revoked or they expire. The life-
time of time stamp certificates can be longer than the lifetime of ordi-
nary signature certificates by increasing key lengths. A time stamp can
no longer be verified, if the PKI certificate of the signer is expired/
revoked. To prolong the validity of a cryptographic time stamp a time
stamp renewal method was defined and also patented /8/ by the inven-
tors of the original time stamping concept. The time stamp renewal
method was defined as

TS
i+1

 = Sign(hash(TS
i
||Info)||Time) (2)

The significance of symbols is as in (1). TS
i
 denotes the original

(i=0) or a renewed (i>0) time stamp on Info and the certificate to verify
TS

i
 must still be valid at Time of the renewed time stamp TS

i+1
. However,

different digital signature protocols and/or different cryptographic hash
functions can be user to create TS

i
 and TS

i+1
.

The time stamping protocol in latest IETF draft standard /28/ is
very similar to the original time stamping methods /6/, /7/ and /8/.
Security improvements to the time stamp renewal protocol have re-
cently been proposed /9/.

A commercial time stamping service (TSS) based on the time stamp-
ing protocol standard is presented in /29/. A TSS needs a hash of a piece
of information for which a cryptographic time stamp is returned. To
verify a timestamp the public key on the CA certificate for the private
time stamp signing key of the TSS is needed. Such a certificate could be
called a TSA (Time Stamping Authority) certificate. Software and com-
puter technology for setting up a TSS is also available /30/. Time stamp-
ing software is also embedded in Internet Explorer /31/.

A collection of essential time stamping web links is published on
the home page of Helger Lipmaa,  professor of Cryptology in Helsinki
University of Technology /32/.

An important electronic legal service, digital notarization, is based
on cryptographic time stamping. A digital notarization service provider
/29/ defines: “Digital notarization is a time stamping service that lets
you prove the existence and state of an electronic document at a fixed
point in time by creating a digital receipt” /33/. Also the digital trace of
any electronic transaction can be notarized.

5 SECURE DIGITAL ARCHIVING
In PKI based information security an electronically signed docu-

ment should be archived together with the signature certificate. Also the
CA certificate needed to verify the ownership of the public key on the
signature certificate must be available in the archive.

Digitally signed documents must also have valid time stamps when
they are submitted to the archive /10/. Time stamp certificates proving
the validity of signatures on the certified points of time must conse-
quently be available in the archive. Also valid root certificates of time
stamping authorities must also be available. Only then the authenticity
of time stamp certificates can be proved.

To the archive must be added renewed time stamp certificates /8/,
/9/ for time stamped documents and certificates already in the archive
before the earlier time stamp certificates have expired or are revoked /
11/.

Timed integrity control and timed backups of archived electronic
information is a necessity since electronic archiving media like mag-
netic discs/tapes and optical discs are neither fault free nor persistent in
the time dimension. Archived electronic documents must be migrated to
new electronic archiving medium before media degeneration has spoiled
both the archived piece of information itself and all archived backup
copies. Archived information is unspoiled as long as its integrity can be
checked by signature verification with a valid signature certificate. Oth-
erwise this integrity check also requires a valid time stamp certificate or
a chain of renewed time stamp certificates with a valid time stamp
certificate in the end of this chain.

Since secure digital archives of signed documents require long term
preservation of signature certificates. CA certificates, and TSA certifi-
cates and existing Certification and Time stamping Authorities may
close their services and new Authorities will emerge. A global infrastruc-
ture – Procopius – for certificate archival proposed and simulated in /
11/. Procopius is proposed to be not only a secure global write-once
publication medium for certificates issued by Time Stamping Services
and Certification Authorities but and also a Time Stamping Service to
maintain the validity published certificates through renewed timestamps.

5.1 Pilot Project: Digital Processing and Archiving of Signed
Documents

In Arcada Polytechnic a pilot project for electronic processing and
archiving of invoices started in autumn 2002. Invoices will be attached
to X-Sign /34/ based XML forms for electronic processing and archival.
Incoming electronic invoices will be attached as such and paper invoices
will be scanned. Necessary PKI signatures using Finnish electronic ID
cards /35/ will certify the data filled into the XML form together with
the attached invoice. Each PKI signature will be time stamped to ensure
secure archival. Approved electronic invoices will be
• registered
• interfaced to other administrate software in the economy administra-

tion of Arcada
• archived for at least 10 years according to requirements of Finnish

legislation.
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The archiving period exceeds the lifetime of used signature certifi-
cates, and is long enough to require also media migration. For these
reasons computerized integrity and backup control procedures will be
worked out and simulated for possible future integration in the eco-
nomic administration of Arcada.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Trusted reliable distributed services in a peer-to-peer network re-

quire, that local time is everywhere correct and reliable. Reliable refer-
ence time sources, fault tolerant time synchronization in the computer
network and the use of secure authentication schemes are essential.
Reliable cryptographic time stamping is a prerequisite for e-commerce
and electronic administration. For secure electronic archiving integrity
preservation is a key issue. PKI based integrity preservation requires a
global support infrastructure with timestamp renewal of preserved cer-
tificates for archived digital information. Operational integrity preser-
vation procedures must be worked out, evaluated, and tested also in
small scale digital archiving, as in a presented pilot project on process-
ing and archiving PKI secured administrative documents.
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